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Abstract – This study represents novel and previously unknown conformational and tautomeric transformations of the classical Watson-Crick A·T DNA base pairs – Watson-Crick A·T(WC), reverse Watson-Crick A·T(rWC), Hoogsteen A·T(H) and reverse Hoogsteen A·T(rH), leading to the novel, non-planar conformations or tautomers of these base pairs.
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Introduction

It is well known from the literature data that the A·T DNA base pair have four classical configurations, which are biologically significant – Watson-Crick A·T(WC), reverse Watson-Crick A·T(rWC), Hoogsteen A·T(H) and reverse Hoogsteen A·T(rH) [1]-[24]. They are stabilized by the participation of three intermolecular H-bonds, one of which is non-canonical C2H/C8H···O4/O2 H-bond [9], and are formed due to the rotation of one of the bases according to the other on 180° around:

- the (A)N1–N3(T) axis, leading to the formation of the reverse Watson-Crick A·T(rWC) or so-called Donohue DNA base pair [1], registered in the bioactive parallel-stranded DNA [2]-[9];
- the (A)C9’·N9 axis from the anti- to syn-conformation, representing Hoogsteen A·T(H) base pair [10] involved into a number of biologically important processes such as recognition, damage induction, replication [8]-[20];
- the (A)N7–N3(T) axis in the Hoogsteen base pair forming the reverse Hoogsteen A·T(rH) or so-called Haschemeyer–Sobell base pair [21]-[24].

Discussed DNA base pairs are not static structures in the composition of DNA [25], [26]. Thus, the spontaneous A·T(WC)→A·T(H) conformational transition has been experimentally registered by the NMR method on the DNA regions enriched by the classical A·T nucleobase pairs [20]. Despite numerous theoretical investigations, microstructural nature of these transitions remains incomprehensible [18], [27].
By the methods of the non-empirical quantum chemistry it was investigated only the A-T(WC)↔A-T(rWC) and A-T(H)↔A-T(rH) conformational transitions of the pairs in free state, which occur by turning of the bases relative one to another on the angle of 180° around the central (T)N3H····N1/N7(A) H-bond, which is the strongest in all base pairs [9].

So, in this study for the first time we have theoretically investigated using QM/QTAIM methods the conformational and tautomeric transformations of the classical A-T DNA base pairs [28]-[31]. Transition states (TSs) have quasi-orthogonal geometry and are tight ion pairs (A+, protonated by the N6H2 amino group)∙(T, deprotonated by the N3H group) in the case of the mutagenic tautomerisations, stabilized by the participation of the intermolecular H-bonds.

**Computational methods**

Geometries of the complexes and transition states (TSs) of their mutual conformational transformations, as well as their harmonic vibrational frequencies have been calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory [32]-[36], using Gaussian'09 package [37] in free state. Applied level of theory has successfully proved itself for the calculations of the similar systems [38]-[41]. A scaling factor that is equal to 0.9668 [42]-[45] has been applied in the present work for the correction of the harmonic frequencies of all conformers and TSs of their conformational transitions. We have confirmed the local minima and TSs, localized by Synchronous Transit-guided Quasi-Newton method [46], on the potential energy landscape by the absence or presence, respectively, of the imaginary frequency in the vibrational spectra of the complexes. We applied standard TS theory for the estimation of the activation barriers of the conformational transformations [47]. Electronic energy calculations have been performed at the single point at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory [48], [49].

The Gibbs free energy G for all structures was obtained in the following way:

$$G = E_{\text{el}} + E_{\text{corr}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E_{\text{el}}$ – electronic energy, while $E_{\text{corr}}$ – thermal correction.

Electronic interaction energies $\Delta E_{\text{int}}$ have been calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(2df,pd) level of theory as the difference between the total energy of the base pair and energies of the monomers and corrected for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) [50],[51] through the counterpoise procedure [52],[53].

Bader's quantum theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) [54]-[58], using program package AIMAll [59], was applied to analyse the electron density distribution. The presence of the bond critical point (BCP), namely the so-called (3,-1) BCP, and a bond path between hydrogen donor and acceptor, as well as the positive value of the Laplacian at this BCP ($\Delta \rho > 0$), were considered as criteria for the H-bond formation [60]-[64]. Wave functions were obtained at the level of theory used for geometry optimisation.

The energies of the intermolecular AH···B H-bonds were evaluated by the empirical Logansen’s formula [65]:

$$E_{\text{AH···B}} = 0.33 \cdot \sqrt{\Delta \nu - 40},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\Delta \nu$ – magnitude of the frequency shift of the stretching mode of the AH H-bonded group involved in the AH···B H-bond relatively the unbound group. The partial deuteration was applied in order to avoid the effect of vibrational resonances [66]-[70].

The atomic numbering scheme for the DNA bases is conventional [71].
Results and their discussion

1. Novel A·T(rWC)↔A·T(wrWC), A·T(rWC)↔A·T(wrWC), A·T(H)↔A·T(wH) and A·T(rH)↔A·T(wrH) conformational transitions leading to the surprising conformers of the biologically important A·T DNA base pairs [28]

For the first time we have theoretically revealed novel high-energetic, significantly non-planar (symmetry C3) conformers – A·T(wWC), A·T(wrWC), A·T(wH) and A·T(wrH) for each of the four biologically important A·T DNA base pairs – A·T(WC), A·T(rWC), A·T(H) and A·T(rH) [28]. These conformers arise via the novel A·T(WC)↔A·T(wWC), A·T(rWC)↔A·T(wrWC), A·T(H)↔A·T(wH) and A·T(rH)↔A·T(wrH) conformational transitions (Fig. 1, Table 1).

It was found that each of these conformers possesses wobble (w) structure and is stabilized by the participation of the two anti-parallel N6H/N6H´···O4/O2 and N3H···N6 H-bonds (the exocyclic N6H´ bond has trans-orientation relative to the endocyclic N1C6 bond of A). These specific intermolecular contacts involve pyramidalized amino group of the A DNA base, acting simultaneously as an acceptor and a donor of the H-bonding. The transition states (TSs) – TS(A·T(WC)↔A·T(wWC)), TS(A·T(H)↔A·T(wH)) and TS(A·T(rH)↔A·T(wrH)) controlling the dipole-active transformations of the conformers from the main state of the classical A·T DNA base pairs into the high-energetic, significantly non-planar state and vice versa, have been localized. They also possess wobble structures (symmetry C3) similarly to the high-energetic conformers and are stabilized by the participation of the N6H/N6H´···O4/O2 and N3H···N6 H-bonds. It was assumed that these conformational transitions are directly related to the thermally-driven fluctuational behavior – “breathing” of DNA [25].

These reactions are non-dissociative, since they are accompanied by the transformation of the H-bonds and rupture of only some of them. Intermolecular N6H/N6H´···O4/O2 H-bonds exist along all intrinsic reaction coordinate opposite the N3H···N1/N7 H-bonds, that initially weaken and then rupture with a time delay in order to transform into the N3H···N6 H-bond. In other words, in the process of the conformational transformations the N3H group of the T DNA base as proton donor remain for some time free from the intermolecular H-bonding. This comes up with an opinion that discovered conformational transitions could be used for the explanation

Table 1. Energetic and kinetic characteristics of the discovered conformational transitions of the four biologically important A·T DNA base pairs obtained at the MP2/6-311++G(2df,pd)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) (marked by the asterisk) and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) (marked by the double asterisk) levels of theory in the continuum with ϵ=4 (see Fig. 1) [28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conformational transition</th>
<th>$v_1^a$</th>
<th>$\Delta G_b$</th>
<th>$\Delta E^c$</th>
<th>$\Delta G_{TS}^d$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{TS}^d$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^f$</th>
<th>$\Delta E^g$</th>
<th>$k_t^h$</th>
<th>$k_j^i$</th>
<th>$\tau_{99.9%}^j$</th>
<th>$\tau^k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A·T(WC)↔A·T(wWC)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>3.64×10$^{-7}$</td>
<td>3.11×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>2.22×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>3.22×10$^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(rWC)↔A·T(wrWC)</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.95×10$^{-10}$</td>
<td>7.03×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>9.83×10$^{-12}$</td>
<td>1.42×10$^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(H)↔A·T(wH)</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.46×10$^{-10}$</td>
<td>2.55×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>2.71×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>3.92×10$^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(rH)↔A·T(wrH)</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.16×10$^{-9}$</td>
<td>4.01×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>1.72×10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>2.49×10$^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Imaginary frequency at the TS of the conformational transition, cm$^{-1}$; $^b$The Gibbs free energy of the product relatively the reactant of the conformational transition (T=298.15 K), kcal·mol$^{-1}$; $^c$The electronic energy of the product relatively the reactant of the conformational transition, kcal·mol$^{-1}$; $^d$The Gibbs free energy barrier for the forward conformational transition, kcal·mol$^{-1}$; $^e$The electronic energy barrier for the forward conformational transition, kcal·mol$^{-1}$; $^f$The Gibbs free energy barrier for the reverse conformational transition, kcal·mol$^{-1}$; $^g$The electronic energy barrier for the reverse conformational transition, kcal·mol$^{-1}$; $^h$The forward rate constant for the conformational transition, s$^{-1}$; $^i$The reverse rate constant for the conformational transition, s$^{-1}$; $^j$The time necessary to reach 99.9% of the equilibrium concentration between the reactant and the product of the conformational transition, s; $^k$The lifetime of the product of the conformational transition, s.
of the occurrence of the hydrogen-deuterium exchange in the A·T(WC) DNA base pairs. It is not excluded that revealed by us novel corridor of the spontaneous thermal fluctuations of the A·T DNA base pairs accompanied by the transformation of the base pair from the plane-symmetric geometry into the significantly non-planar wobble conformation could be useful for the explanation of the specificities of the blurriness of the transition at the DNA pre-melting enriched by the A·T DNA base pairs, that could not be explained in details in the framework of the two-states model.

2. Novel A·T(wWC)/A·T(wwWC)→A·T(rWC)/A·T(rwWC) structural transitions controlling transformations of the Watson-Crick and reverse Watson-Crick A·T DNA base pairs into the Hoogsteen and reverse Hoogsteen forms [29]

For the first time we have theoretically shown that discovered by us [28] high-energetical, significantly non-planar (symmetry C1), short-lived wobbled conformers of the classical Watson-Crick A·T(WC), reverse Watson-Crick A·T(rWC), Hoogsteen A·T(H) and reverse Hoogsteen A·T(rH) DNA base pairs are the intermediates of their pairwise A·T(WC) → A·T(rWC) ↔ A·T(H) ↔ A·T(rH) conformational transformations occurring via the pathways (see Fig. 2, Table 2) [29]:

A·T(WC) (0.00) ↔ TS_{A·T(WC)→A·T(wWC)R,L} (7.13) ↔ A·T(wWC)_{R,L} (5.36) [28] ↔ TS^s_{A·T(wWC)_{R,L}↔A·T(wwWC)_{L,R}} (14.89) ↔ A·T(wwWC)_{L,R} (5.35) ↔ TS_{A·T(wwWC)_{L,R}→A·T(T)H} (7.24) ↔ A·T(H) (-0.44) [28];

A·T(WC) (0.00) ↔ TS_{A·T(WC)→A·T(rWC)R,L} (7.13) ↔ A·T(rWC)_{R,L} (5.36) [28] ↔ TS^r_{A·T(rWC)_{R,L}→A·T(rwWC)_{L,R}} (14.89) ↔ A·T(rwWC)_{L,R} (5.35) ↔ TS_{A·T(rwWC)_{L,R}→A·T(T)H} (7.24) ↔ A·T(H) (-0.44) [28];
A·T(rWC) (0.00) ↔ TS\(_{A·T(rWC)→A·T(wrWC)}\) (7.26) ↔ A·T(wrWC)\(_{RL}\) (5.97) [28] ↔ TS\(_{A·T(wrWC)→A·T(wrH)\_LR}\) (15.01) ↔ A·T(wrH)\(_{LR}\) (5.79) ↔ TS\(_{A·T(wrH)\_LR→A·T(rH)}\) (7.41) ↔ A·T(rH) (-0.03) [28];

A·T(rWC) (0.00) ↔ TS\(_{A·T(rWC)→A·T(wrWC)}\) (7.26) ↔ A·T(wrWC)\(_{RL}\) (5.97) [28] ↔ TS\(_{A·T(wrWC)→A·T(wrH)\_LR}\) (15.00) ↔ A·T(wrH)\(_{LR}\) (5.79) ↔ TS\(_{A·T(wrH)\_LR→A·T(rH)}\) (7.41) ↔ A·T(rH) (-0.03) [28] (relative Gibbs free energy is presented after each structure in brackets at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of QM theory in the continuum with \(\varepsilon=4\) under normal conditions).

Table 2. Energetic characteristics (in kcal·mol\(^{-1}\)) of the discovered conformational transitions of the four biologically important A·T DNA base pairs obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory in the continuum with \(\varepsilon=4\) (see Fig. 2) [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conformational transition</th>
<th>(v_i)</th>
<th>(\Delta G)</th>
<th>(\Delta E)</th>
<th>(\Delta G_{TS}^d)</th>
<th>(\Delta E_{TS}^c)</th>
<th>(\Delta G^l)</th>
<th>(\Delta E^g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wrWC)(_{RL}→A·T(wrH)_RL)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wrWC)(_{RL}↔A·T(wrH)_RL)</td>
<td>250.9</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>9.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wrWC)(_{RL}→A·T(wrH)_RL)</td>
<td>252.7</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>9.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wrWC)(_{RL}↔A·T(wrH)_RL)</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wrWC)(_{RL}↔A·T(wrH)_RL)</td>
<td>253.7</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>9.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For designations see Table 1.

These transitions are controlled by the non-planar transition states with quasi-orthogonal geometry (symmetry C\(_1\)) and are stabilized by the participation of the single intermolecular (T)N3H···N6(A) H-bond (~4 kcal·mol\(^{-1}\)). The Gibbs free energies of activation for these non-dissociative, dipole-active conformational transitions consist 7.33 and 7.81 kcal·mol\(^{-1}\), accordingly.

So, it was established that novel conformers A·T(wrWC), A·T(wrHC), A·T(wrHC) and A·T(wrH) control the A·T(wrWC)/A·T(wrHC)/A·T(wrHC) and A·T(wrH) conformational transformations. Moreover, in view of the recently discovered conformational transitions for the classical A·T DNA base pairs – A·T(wrWC)↔A·T(wrWC), A·T(wrHC)↔A·T(wrHC), A·T(wrHC)↔A·T(wrHC) and A·T(wrH)↔A·T(wrH) [25], they are also intermediates of the biologically-important A·T(wrWC)/A·T(wrHC)↔A·T(wrH) conformational transformations.

Two other mechanisms – the A·T(wrWC)↔A·T(wrH) and A·T(wrHC)↔A·T(wrH) – are realized via the anisotropic rotation of the amino group of A (together with T interacting with A through two intermolecular antiparallel (A)N6H/N6H···O4/O2(T) and (T)N3H···N6(A) H-bonds) around the exocyclic C6N6 bond. In TSs of these conformational transitions the pyramidality of the amino group of A significantly increases: this causes increase of the energy of the N3H···N6 H-bond and decrease of the energy of the intermolecular N6H/N6H···O4/O2 H-bond. The transitions states of these reactions – TS\(_{A·T(wrWC)→A·T(wrH)}\) and TS\(_{A·T(wrHC)→A·T(wrH)}\) – have close energy in corresponding conformational transformations (14.9 and 15.0 kcal·mol\(^{-1}\), accordingly). Thus, these TSs of the mutual conformational transformation of the wobble intermediates – A·T(wrWC)↔A·T(wrH) and A·T(wrHC)↔A·T(wrH) of the classical A·T DNA bps – A·T(wrWC)↔A·T(wrH) / A·T(wrHC)↔A·T(wrH) – determine their conformational transformations.
3. Unexpected A·T(w_H)→A·T(w_RC), A·T(w_WC)→A·T(w_H), A·T(w_WC)→A·T(w_RC) and A·T(w_H)→A·T(w_RL) conformational transitions, defining the interconversions between the classical A·T DNA base pairs: A·T(WC)↔A·T(rWC) / A·T(rH) and A·T(H)↔A·T(rH) / A·T(rWC) [30]

We have shown for the first time, using QM/QTAIM calculations in the continuum with ε=1 under normal conditions, that high-energetic, significantly non-planar (symmetry C1) conformers of the classical A·T DNA base pairs – A·T(w_WC), A·T(w_RC), A·T(w_H) and A·T(w_RL) for each of the four biologically important A·T DNA base pairs – A·T(WC), A·T(rWC), A·T(H) and A·T(rH) [28] are intermediates of the non-dissociative A·T(WC)↔A·T(rWC) / A·T(rH) and A·T(H)↔A·T(rH) / A·T(rWC) conformational transitions via the essentially non-planar transition states (C1 symmetry) (Fig. 3, Table 3) [30].

Each of the four A·T DNA base pairs transfers into the aforementioned conformer via two mirror-symmetric pathways through the soft TS_A·T(WC)↔A·T(w_WC)R,L, TS_A·T(rWC)↔A·T(w_RC)R,L, TS_A·T(H)↔A·T(w_H)R,L and TS_A·T(rH)↔A·T(w_RL)R,L (C1 symmetry) with low values of the imaginary frequencies. At this, the structures, which names differ from each other only by the subscripts R and L, are mirror-symmetrical, that is enantiomers, which have identical scalar physico-chemical characteristics and differ only by the direction of the dipole moment.

Fig. 2. Geometrical structures of the stationary points on the reaction pathways of the discovered A·T(w_WC)R↔A·T(w_H)R and A·T(w_WC)R↔A·T(w_H)R conformational transitions of the four biologically important A·T DNA base pairs at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory in the continuum with ε=4 at T=298.15 K (see Table 2) [29]. For designations see Fig. 1.
At this, the A·T(H)→A·T(rWC) and A·T(WC)→A·T(rH) conformational transformations are controlled by the TSs stabilized by the participation of the intermolecular (T)N3H⋯N6(A) H-bond (∼3.70 kcal·mol⁻¹) between the imino group N3H of T and pyramidilized amino group N6H₂ of A. Gibbs free energies of activation for these processes consist 12.22 and 11.11 kcal·mol⁻¹, accordingly.

Table 3. Energetic characteristics (in kcal·mol⁻¹) of the discovered conformational transitions of the four biologically important A·T DNA base pairs obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of QM theory in the continuum with ε=1 under normal conditions (see Fig. 3) [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conformational transition</th>
<th>ν_i</th>
<th>ΔG</th>
<th>ΔE</th>
<th>ΔG_TS</th>
<th>ΔE_TS</th>
<th>ΔG</th>
<th>ΔE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wH)<em>{R,L}→A·T(wrWC)</em>{R,L}</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wWC)<em>{R,L}→A·T(wrH)</em>{R,L}</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wrWC)<em>{R,L}→A·T(wrH)</em>{L,R}</td>
<td>274.7</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>11.18</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>10.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A·T(wH)<em>{R,L}→A·T(wrH)</em>{L,R}</td>
<td>270.8</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>10.69</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For designations see Table 1.

Conformational transformations of the A·T DNA base pairs are realized by the following non-dissociative scenario (each of them – by the mirror-symmetric pathways):

- A·T(H) (0.00) ↔ TS_{A·T(H)→A·T(wH)_{R,L}} (9.15) ↔ A·T(wH)_{R,L} (9.02) ↔ 
  TS_{A·T(wH)_{R,L}→A·T(wrWC)_{R,L}} (12.22) ↔ A·T(wrWC)_{R,L} (7.85) ↔ TS_{A·T(wrWC)_{R,L}→A·T(wrH)_{R,L}} (9.40) ↔ A·T(rWC) (1.08 kcal·mol⁻¹); 
- A·T(WC) (0.00) ↔ TS_{A·T(WC)→A·T(wrWC)_{R,L}} (7.28) ↔ A·T(wrWC)_{R,L} (7.03) ↔ 
  TS_{A·T(wrWC)_{R,L}→A·T(wrH)_{R,L}} (11.11) ↔ A·T(wrH)_{R,L} (7.68) ↔ TS_{A·T(wrH)_{R,L}→A·T(rH)_{R,L}} (9.67) ↔ A·T(rH) (-0.65 kcal·mol⁻¹); 
- A·T(WC) (0.00) ↔ TS_{A·T(WC)→A·T(rH)_{R,L}} (7.28) ↔ A·T(rH) (7.03) ↔ 
  TS_{A·T(rWC)_{R,L}→A·T(rH)_{L,R}} (19.07) ↔ A·T(wrWC)_{L,R} (6.92) ↔ TS_{A·T(wrWC)_{L,R}→A·T(rwH)_{L,R}} (8.47) ↔ A·T(rWC) (0.16 kcal·mol⁻¹); 
- A·T(H) (0.00) ↔ TS_{A·T(H)→A·T(rH)_{R,L}} (9.15) ↔ A·T(wH)_{R,L} (9.02) ↔ 
  TS_{A·T(wH)_{R,L}→A·T(wrH)_{L,R}} (19.71) ↔ A·T(wrH)_{L,R} (8.61) ↔ TS_{A·T(wrH)_{L,R}→A·T(rwH)_{L,R}} (10.60) ↔ A·T(rH) (0.27 kcal·mol⁻¹) (after each structure in brackets relative Gibbs free energy is presented obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of QM theory in the continuum with ε=1 under normal conditions).

TSs, which control A·T(WC)→A·T(rWC) and A·T(WC)→A·T(rH) conformational transitions are stabilized by the participation of the intermolecular (T)N3H⋯N6(A) H-bond (5.82 kcal·mol⁻¹) and bifurcating intermolecular (T)N3H⋯N6(A) (5.00) and (T)N3H⋯N7(A) (0.61 kcal·mol⁻¹) H-bonds, accordingly. Notably, in these two TSs amino group N6H₂ of A is significantly pyramidilized; Gibbs free energies of activation for these reactions are 19.07 and 19.71 kcal·mol⁻¹, accordingly.
4. Novel routes of the mutagenic tautomerization of the T nucleobase in the classical A-T DNA base pairs: A-T(wtwc) ↔ A-T*(wtwc); A-T(wrwc) ↔ A-T*o2(w*rwc); A-T(wH) ↔ A-T*(wH); A-T(wH) ↔ A-T*o2(wH) [31]

For the first time, we have theoretically demonstrated that novel highly-energetic conformers of the classical A-T DNA base pairs – Watson-Crick (A-T(wtwc)), reverse Watson-Crick (A-T(wrwc)), Hoogsteen (A-T(wH)) and reverse Hoogsteen (A-T(wH)) – act as intermediates of the intrapair mutagenic tautomerization of the T nucleobase owing to the novel tautomeration pathways: A-T(wtwc) ↔ A-T*(wtwc); A-T(wrwc) ↔ A-T*o2(wrwc);

Table 4. Energetic characteristics (in kcal·mol⁻¹) of the discovered mutagenic tautomerizations of T in the classical A-T DNA base pairs via the DPT and conformational transformations of their products obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of QM theory in the continuum with ε=1 at T=298.15 K (see Table 4) [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tautomeric / conformational transition</th>
<th>ε_H</th>
<th>ΔG^0</th>
<th>ΔE^ε</th>
<th>ΔΔG_Ts^ε</th>
<th>ΔΔE_Ts^ε</th>
<th>ΔΔG^1</th>
<th>ΔΔE^ ε</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-T(wtwc)RL ↔ A-T*(wtwc)RL</td>
<td>945.3</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>22.14</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>12.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-T(wrwc)RL ↔ A-T*o2(wrwc)RL</td>
<td>749.4</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>13.66</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-T(wH)RL ↔ A-T*(wH)RL</td>
<td>906.9</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>20.23</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>11.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-T(wH)RL ↔ A-T*o2(wH)RL</td>
<td>704.8</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For designations see Table 1.
Fig. 4. Discovered new $A\cdot T(w_{WC})\rightleftharpoons A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}WC)_{LR}$; $A\cdot T(w_{HC})\rightleftharpoons A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}WC)_{LR}$. Thus, it was theoretically shown using QM/QTAIM methods, that the transition of these pairs into the substantially non-planar, high-energy conformers [28] provokes intrapair mutagenic tautomerization of $T$ – transition from the canonical, diketo into the rare, enol tautomeric forms $T^\ast$ and $T^\ast_{O2}$ [72]-[75].

TSs of these mutagenic tautomisation are tight ion pairs ($A^+$, protonated by the N6H$_2$ amino group)($T^-$, deprotonated by the N3H group) with quasi-orthogonal geometry, which are stabilized by the participation of the strong (A)N6$^+$H---O4$/O2(T)$ and (A)N6$^+$H---N3(T) H-bonds. Discovered reaction of the mutagenic tautomerization proceeds through the stepwise mechanism of the PT along the H-bonds: primarily proton moves from the imino group N3H of T to the N6H$_2$ amino group of A and then proton transfers from the protonated N6$^+$H$_3$ amino group of A to the oxygen atom O4/O2 of T, leading to the products – $A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}WC)$, $A\cdot T^\ast_{O2}(w_{i-2}WC)$, $A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}H)$ and $A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}H)$, which are substantially non-planar, conformationally-labile complexes. These complexes are stabilized by the participation of the (A)N6H/N6$^+$H---N3(T) and (T)O2H/O4$^-$H---N6(A) H-bonds, for which the pyramidalized amino group of A DNA base acts as their donor and acceptor. The free Gibbs energy of the activation of the mutagenic tautomerizations lies in the range of 27.79-29.83 kcal-mol$^{-1}$ at $T$=298.15 K.

Moreover, for the first time we have investigated in details conformationally-tautomeric properties of the classical A-T DNA base pairs. Also it was shown that the formed $A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}WC)$, $A\cdot T^\ast(w_{i-2}H)$, $A\cdot T^\ast_{O2}(w_{i-2}WC)$ and $A\cdot T^\ast_{O2}(w_{i-2}H)$ complexes can conformationally interconvert.
according to the pathways $A\cdot T^*(w_{WC}^\perp)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T^*(w_{H}^\perp)$ and $A\cdot T^*_{O2}(w_{r,WC}^\perp)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T^*_{O2}(w_{r,H}^\perp)$ through three different TSs.

**Conclusion**

In this paper the instructions for preparing of the Camera Ready Paper for including in the Proceedings of International Joint Forum LEA’2018 & YSTCMT’2018 is given. We have uncovered for the first time at the at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of QM theory novel mechanisms of the conformational and tautomeric transitions of the classical A·T DNA base pairs and their wobble conformers:

- The $A\cdot T(WC)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(WC)$, $A\cdot T(rWC)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{WC})$, $A\cdot T(H)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{H})$ and $A\cdot T(rH)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{rH})$ conformational transformations (Gibbs free energies of activation 7.13, 7.26, 7.67 and 7.44 in the continuum with $\varepsilon=4$) [28] open new perspectives for the understanding of the physico-chemical mechanisms of the opening of the base pairs preceding DNA melting and also to describe in details the breathing of DNA.

- The $A\cdot T(WC)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(H)$ and $A\cdot T(rWC)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(rH)$ structural transitions (Gibbs free energies of activation 1.97 / 9.53 / 9.52 and 1.84 / 9.12 / 9.28 kcal·mol$^{-1}$ in the continuum with $\varepsilon=4$) act as intermediates of the pairwise $A\cdot T(WC) / A\cdot T(rWC)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(H) / A\cdot T(rH)$ conformational transformations [29].

- The $A\cdot T(w_{H})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{rWC})$, $A\cdot T(w_{WC})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{rH})$, $A\cdot T(w_{WC})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{rWC})$ and $A\cdot T(w_{H})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(w_{rH})$ conformational transitions (Gibbs free energies of activation 3.20, 3.70, 12.04 and 10.69 kcal·mol$^{-1}$ in the continuum with $\varepsilon=1$ at $T=298.15$ K) define the interconversions between the classical A·T DNA base pairs: $A\cdot T(WC)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(rWC) / A\cdot T(H)$ and $A\cdot T(H)\leftrightarrow A\cdot T(rH) / A\cdot T(rWC)$ [30].

- The $A\cdot T(w_{WC})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T^*(w_{WC}^\perp)$, $A\cdot T(w_{WC})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T^*_{O2}(w_{rWC}^\perp)$, $A\cdot T(w_{H})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T^*(w_{H}^\perp)$, $A\cdot T(w_{H})\leftrightarrow A\cdot T^*_{O2}(w_{rH}^\perp)$ tautomeric transitions proceed through the stepwise proton transfer via the TSs as tight $A^+\cdot T^-$ ion pairs (Gibbs free energy of activation 20.76, 23.06, 19.00 and 21.48 kcal·mol$^{-1}$ in the continuum with $\varepsilon=1$ at $T=298.15$ K), thus creating the substantially non-planar, conformationally-labile complexes – $A\cdot T^*(w_{WC}^\perp)$, $A\cdot T^*_{O2}(w_{rWC}^\perp)$, $A\cdot T^*(w_{H}^\perp)$ and $A\cdot T^*_{O2}(w_{rH}^\perp)$ [31].
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